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		 	Fresh wallpaper inspiration

			
			Dress up your walls with the latest wallpapers from the Resene Wallpaper Collection, including the latest fashion designs to stripes, classic and traditional, wall murals and textured, to kids and conversational.

		  	Here’s a taste of the wallpapers you can choose from. Visit your nearest Resene ColorShop to see the full collection in our extensive wallpaper library.
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		  	View wallpaper ideas with Habitat plus

		  	Resene ColorShops | Order now

	  	
	
		
	  	Top tip: Remember most wallpapers are only available for sale for 2-3 years, sometimes shorter, so if you are planning to use the same wallpaper in multiple places or on a big project always make sure you have enough when you start the project.  It often pays to buy an extra roll in case you need a little more later. 

		
		Find a lower price? We’ll match it! 

		
	  	If you happen to find an identical wallpaper available from another local supplier for a lower price, we’ll match it. That’s our wallpaper price promise.  Visit your local Resene owned ColorShop to purchase your favourite wallpaper or order online.

		
  	  	 Search wallpaper ranges
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  	  	A selection of wallpaper collections released in 2023: 

       
		Please place your wallpaper orders allowing plenty of time as there may be delays and some items may be unavailable. Samples are available in selected designs. Ask our Resene ColorShop team for assistance. Please view your favourites in store.

           
     	  
        
              Resene V & A Wallpaper Collection

        
      	The Resene V & A Wallpaper Collection is a rich collection of nine wallpaper patterns in over 30 colourways, encapsulating design excellence and craftmanship. This is an enchanting collection of reimagined designs that illustrate the decorative charm and continued relevance of the past for the home interiors of today.
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        › View the full Resene V & A Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
      Resene African Queen Wallpaper Collection

        
      	Be taken on an African Safari, appreciating the wonders of nature.  Designs inspired by elephant skin, ostrich and crocodile leather and gazelle fur provide a safari feel you can enjoy everyday in your home. A creative mosaic of wood and textile-look ethnic patterns and murals capturing the beauty of Africa round off the selection.
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        › View the full Resene African Queen Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
        
      Resene Curiosity Wallpaper Collection

        
      	You can find almost anything here. The Resene Curiosity Wallpaper Collection has an array of strikingly unique, eye-catching designs and patterns with fabric like texture, fullness of leaves and flowers, the colourful world of birds and a wood look with vintage character, jungle landscapes, block colour designs and more.  Let your curiosity be sparked with this collection.
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        › View the full Resene Curiosity Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
      Resene Infinity 2 Wallpaper Collection

        
      	A mural with a repeat knows no boundaries. You can cover as much space as you want and a motif featuring a tree can turn into a whole forest in no time at all. The use of continuous patterns creates sophisticated effects and creates optical depth particularly suited to large areas.
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        › View the full Resene Infinity 2 Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
        Resene Little Love Wallpaper Collection

        
      	The Resene Little Love Wallpaper Collection is designed to capture the hearts of young and old with whimsical designs to dance across your walls and bring joy and wonder to any child’s room. The collection includes many classic designs, from simple and elegant stripes perfect for parents who want a clean and minimalist look for their child’s bedroom through to playful and rainbow-whimsy watercolour dot patterns.
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        › View the full Resene Little Love Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
        Resene Asperia Wallpaper Collection

        
      	The Resene Asperia Wallpaper Collection will transport you to a dreamlike world, where fireflies illuminate the night, plants burst into life and photographic prints are more realistic than ever. Expect trendy tropical leaves in monochromatic colour schemes with a touch of metallic shimmer. Fresh jungle wallpaper depicting lush foliage with a youthful Orleans motif gives the impression of a flocked textile wallpaper.
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        › View the full Resene Asperia Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

      
      Resene Golden Age Wallpaper Collection

        
      	Calling all repeat pattern lovers – this Resene Golden Age Wallpaper Collection is for you. From the classic stripes and geometric designs to flora and birdlife, all in classic yet contemporary colours for a new look for your home that will look good for years to come.
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	  › View the full Resene Golden Age Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        
        

      
    Resene Summer Wallpaper Collection

        
      	The Resene Summer Wallpaper Collection captures the carefree magic of summer, transforming spaces into havens of elegance and tranquillity. The essence of Indian culture is celebrated in the designs and colourways with impeccable craftsmanship for a timelessly elegant result.
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        › View the full Resene Summer Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

      
    Resene Versace 5 Wallpaper Collection

        
      	Design starts here. The Resene Versace Wallpaper Collection is a treasure trove of design inspiration for your walls.  Elevate your space with these carefully considered patterns adorned ever so carefully in rich hues.  Treat your room to a Versace makeover.
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        › View the full Resene Versace 5 Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
   	Resene The Battle of Style Wallpaper Collection

        
      	Trench coats in summer or swimwear in winter? We think both are great, because people can wear what they like. What counts is their personal style and the particular individual tone they set. In our big design contest, the Battle of Style we want to take things further. What style do you find to be the best of the best to win the design contest?  Botanic, stone, concrete, leaves, arts, blossoms, romance, textile, stars or stripes? There is a style of wallpaper for everyone in this collection.
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        › View the full Resene The Battle of Style Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

    
    Resene Pint Walls Wallpaper Collection

        
        This collection seamlessly blends organic and structural elements, bridging the gap between natural and man-made aesthetics through the form of unique 3D flowers. Featuring a range of patterns and textures, with a side of vintage tea, these designs evoke a sense of harmony between the two worlds, creating a unique and captivating visual experience for any interior space.
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        › View the full Resene Pint Walls Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
        Resene Sakura Wallpaper Collection

        
        A deeply relaxed feel-good collection boasting new designs and trendy colours for living environments. The Resene Sakura Wallpaper Collection serves to reflect different styles in the thematic fields of botanicals and wildlife. From exotic seduction and elegance to geometric designs, this naturally beautiful wallcovering collection is waiting for you.
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        › View the full Resene Sakura Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
        Resene Sensai Wallpaper Collection

        
        This takes us to Japan – the land of the rising sun. Sensai is perhaps best translated as ‘delicate, ‘exquisite’ or ‘fine’. Defined by these qualities, Japanese art has influenced the work of artists and designers of Western cultures. The Resene Sensai Wallpaper Collection thrives on traditional Japanese style elements, combining them with novel, contemporary influences to create a vibrant and balanced collection.
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        › View the full Resene Sensai Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
         Resene Mata Hari Wallpaper Collection

        
        Introducing the captivating Resene Mata Hari Wallpaper Collection that boasts a wide array of patterns embodying glamour and subtle sophistication. From glimmering damasks to opulent metallic prints (and everything in between), injecting your personal mark into an interior space has never been easier to achieve.  Whether you're looking to create a bold statement or a soothing oasis, this range offers versatile options that can be customised to fit your personal style and the ambience you want to create.
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        › View the full Resene Mata Hari Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
         Resene Museum Wallpaper Collection

        
        This collection is a place where art and fashion meet in lush designs and stunning creations. Transform your interior into a contemporary masterpiece and journey through time and space, where classical elegance meets contemporary maximalism. Curate your own combinations for the perfect backdrop to display your treasures.
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        › View the full Resene Museum Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
        Resene Trianon XIII Wallpaper Collection

        
        Bonjour to wallpaper inspiration from France. Indulge in a little luxury and Parisian chic.  This collection brings French style living into your home with shimmering and velvety looks, baroque ornamentation and embroidered patterns ideal for living rooms and bedrooms.
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        › View the full Resene Trianon XIII Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
      Resene Dream Garden Wallpaper Collection

        
        Enjoy the best of nature indoors by recreating a garden on your interior walls. This collection offers retro-romantic motifs inspired by English gardens – retro without overdoing it, romantic without turning namby-pamby and especially modernity.   And best of all, this garden is one that once you have installed the wallpaper you can sit back and enjoy it… no weeding required!
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        › View the full Resene Dream Garden Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

      
       A selection of wallpaper collections released in 2022:

      
       Resene Only Blue Wallpaper Collection

        
        This collection is for the blue lovers out there.  Aptly named, this collection brings together a range of repeat pattern designs and plains in the world favourite colour – blue.  From dark to light or something in between, there is a blue design to suit all rooms.
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        › View the full Resene Only Blue Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
               
    Resene Salsa Wallpaper Collection

        
        You’ll be dancing for joy when you choose one of these wallpapers for your walls.  A variety of flora and geo designs are combined with multi-coloured colourways and an excellent selection of plain designs so you can easily co-ordinate your favourite pattern with a block colour wallpaper to bring out the best in your room.
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        › View the full Resene Salsa Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
              
        Resene Tropical House Wallpaper Collection

        
        Summer vibes and good vibes – that’s what this collection promises. Exotic plants, sophisticated graphics and Southern architecture are perfectly showcased with a successful combination of impressive and soft colours. The tropical patio with numerous exotic plants, the masterful mix of extraordinary shapes, the artful tangled leaves or the clear lines with clever interplay of colours and gloss effects – colourful and carefree, each individual pattern wallpaper effortlessly draws attention to itself. With colourful banana leaves, imaginative art prints, dreamy oases and inviting primeval forest towns, digital prints also bring life to the wall.
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        › View the full Resene Tropical House Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
    Resene Wall Textures V Wallpaper Collection

        
        Bring on the texture with this wallpaper collection finished in a range of popular and classic hues carefully combined with texture to bring an extra dimension to your wall.  Indulge your walls in just the right amount of texture for a popular layered look. These designs pair beautifully with a wide range of paint colours.
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        › View the full Resene Wall Textures V Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        
    Resene Change Is Good Wallpaper Collection

        
        Classic combinations of colours meets jungle fun and patterning in this collection together with geometric inspired designs and plains to keep the limelight on the conversation starter patterns.
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        › View the full Resene Change Is Good Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

       
      Resene Factory IV Collection

  	  	
	  Choose from industrial inspired designs to add layers of texture and style to your projects.  Ideal for adding a sense of architectural bones to a space where there are no original heritage features to work with.
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	  › View the full Resene Factory IV Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

         

       
    
        Resene Pop Wallpaper Collection

        
        This collection is made for the colour lovers out there. Fun combinations of cheerful colours and pattern mash ups will help you brighten any space.
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        › View the full Resene Pop Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

        

        Resene Club Botanique Collection

  	  	
		Relax into your home with the Resene Club Botanique Wallpaper Collection with elegant natural patterns that offer a luxe take on hygge. Geometric retro designs, delicate peacock feathers and gleaming golden stripes through to minimalistic black-and-white contrasts and surprises of brilliant green or fresh powder pink. Tropical palms and flowers provide a burst of botanical flair, so you can enjoy your own urban jungle every day.
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	  › View the full Resene Club Botanique Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

	  
        

	   Resene Amazing Wallpaper Collection

    
        Enjoy hand-drawn motifs with lotus leaves in the most striking colour-combinations for your walls. Creating both a zen-like and vibrant atmosphere with an eastern influence has never been so easy!
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		› View the full Resene Amazing Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

	  
	  

	  Resene Onyx Wallpaper Collection

	  If only walls could talk.  This wallpaper collection brings a futuristic look to make eye-catching spaces of your walls. Geometric patterns, three-dimensional design, shiny effects, colour contrasts and striking textures are ready and waiting for you. 3D motifs have a lively effect and harmonise perfectly with the calm plain wallpapers of the collection for a unique spatial effect and modern feel-good atmosphere.
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	  › View the full Resene Onyx Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

	  

	  Resene Eden Wallpaper Collection

	  This collection is inspired by the flora of the Garden of Eden and brings paradise to your home.  Lush motifs with flowers, plants and trees abound. Combine single-colour wallpaper with wood look patterning and graceful shine or glitter for a modern and cosy living atmosphere.
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	  › View the full Resene Eden Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

	  

	  Resene Pavilion Wallpaper Collection

	  Explore archive looks with a modern twist for the latest take on modern heritage. Take inspiration from the elegant style of British stately homes and gardens with beautiful designs that showcase contemporary craftsmanship.
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	  › View the full Resene Pavillion Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

	  

	  Resene Agathe Wallpaper Collection

    Optimism and colour explosions, with an exotic touch.  This collection inspired by the 1920s brings together an eclectic style, with a positive look to the future, combining different styles and art movements.
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    › View the full Resene Agathe Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

	  

    Resene Amazonia Wallpaper Collection

    Tropical lush vistas populated with exotic animals claim centre stage in this special range.  It’s wild style at its best!  Bold and vibrant designs as well as some uber cool elements in the form of abstract-faces and retro wallpaper.
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	  › View the full Resene Amazonia Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

	  

	  Resene Folies Wallpaper Collection

	  Experience the Roaring Twenties and let yourself be engulfed by the magical atmosphere of the Folies Bergère with this luxurious wallpaper collection. This is a collection bursting with joie de vivre, sleek geometrical prints and wallcoverings focused on flowers and plants.
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	  › View the full Resene Folies Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

	  

    Resene Utopia Wallpaper Collection

    Strap yourself in for a ‘tour de force’ range filled with big personality, a blend of exciting papers designed to create wow and conversation! Cheetah print, zebra kaleidoscope, lush plantation, parrots wearing crowns, chameleons with top hats and bush babies wearing a monocle!
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    	› View the full Resene Utopia Wallpaper Collection   › Order your favourite wallpaper from your local Resene ColorShop or order online

	


    
	
	
	
	
	
    
    
	
    

    Learn how to wallpaper with confidence

        
			
				
                    
				
	
			

    
    Find a lower price? We’ll match it! 

      
    If you happen to find an identical wallpaper available from another local supplier for a lower price, we’ll match it. That’s our wallpaper price promise. 

        
    › Visit your local Resene owned ColorShop to purchase your favourite wallpaper or order online.
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		View wallpaper ideas with habitat plus

	  
    View more wallpaper: 2023 | 
        2022 | 
        2021 | 
        2020 | 
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        Can't find what you're looking for?  Ask us!

    

    
Resene Paints (Australia) Limited   – www.resene.com
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